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While people primarily communicate with text in mobile chat applications, they are increasingly using visual elements such as images,

emojis, and memes. Using such visual elements could help users communicate clearly and make chatting experience enjoyable. However,

finding and inserting contextually appropriate images during the chat can be both tedious and distracting. We introduce MilliCat,

a real-time image suggestion system that recommends images that match the chat content within a mobile chat application (i.e.,

autocomplete with images). MilliCat combines natural language processing (e.g., keyword extraction, dependency parsing) and mobile

computing (e.g., resource and energy-efficiency) techniques to autonomously make image suggestions when users might want to use

images. Through multiple user studies, we investigated the effectiveness of our design choices, the frequency and motivation of image

usage by the participants, and the impact of MilliCat on mobile chat experiences. Our results indicate that MilliCat’s real-time image

suggestion enables users to quickly and conveniently select and display images on mobile chat by significantly reducing the latency in the

image selection process (3.19× improvement) and consequently more frequent image usage (1.8×) than existing solutions. Our study

participants reported that they used images more often with MilliCat as the images helped them convey information more effectively,

emphasize their opinion, express emotions, and have fun chatting experience.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Among numerous smartphone applications available in the market, mobile chat applications are usually ranked top on the

most-downloaded and most-popular lists. Despite the fact that a mobile phone’s original purpose was to make voice calls,

changes in people’s lifestyles and the increase in device/network capabilities have made mobile chatting one of the most

(if not the most) widely used methods of communication [49].
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Fig. 1. Image suggestion examples: from the images suggested in real-time based on the typed text, users can select an image to
use during the chat. On the left, MilliCat suggests images of “opera house”. On the right, MilliCat suggests images of “sunny side”.
Note that the suggestions are triggered with concrete nouns as a search query. This approach works even with grammatically
incorrect (left) or incomplete (right) sentences, both of which are common in mobile chat.

Despite their active usage, the functionality of many popular messaging applications is still limited in the sense that

they are yet text-oriented. Such text-based information exchange can be effective in many cases, but when delivering

specific information or for emotional empathy, text-based conversations can take long or be misleading [10, 54].

The phrase “a picture is worth a thousand words” suggests that images can convey the meaning and essence more

effectively using a visual element than a text description. Images have been shown to be more effective than text in

many areas. For example, in education, using images helps students understand information better than using text

alone [9, 33, 34, 46]. Similarly in advertising, using images to emphasize information or persuasively deliver a message

is considered to be more effective and faster than using text alone [19, 39]. Images are also effective in showing social

intimacy [40, 42, 50]. We argue that such effectiveness of using images can also be applied to mobile chat environments.

Despite the potential benefits of enriching mobile chat experiences with images, for many popular mobile chat apps,

using images is limited to emojis, memes, and personal photos. Emojis are good to express emotions and are often used

in social communication [26, 27, 30–32, 35, 41, 56, 59]. Memes, or animated GIFs, are popular for trendy and funny

images [5, 22, 23]. Personal images [11, 29] are useful in sharing deep personal and social context. We argue that public

images on the Internet could be useful for sharing information and emphasizing opinion on mobile chats [28]. Moreover,

current mobile chat apps require users to spend tedious steps to include public images in a chat; the user typically goes

through other applications to find, store, and retrieve a desired image, then uses the original mobile chat app’s features to

include the image in the chat room. While many mobile apps try to offer an easy-to-access shortcut to streamline this

process, putting explicit manual effort to find and attach an image can distract the users from their chat conversation and

discourage image usage during chat.
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We believe that having autonomous real-time image suggestions can alleviate such user inconveniences when using

images within a mobile chat. Moreover, it was reported in a survey [28] that 81.57% of survey participants prefer to be

autonomously suggested images from the Internet, based on the chat application input text. To validate such hypothesis,

we present the design and implementation of MilliCat, a system that autonomously and selectively suggests images with

respect to the user’s input text in a mobile chat application. MilliCat suggests images in real-time and allows the users

to select a most suitable image that matches the context presented in the input text. The core of the MilliCat design

is in analyzing the chat content to suggest relevant images in real-time when the user inputs their message. MilliCat

uses part-of-speech (POS) tagging and dependency parsing to extract relevant keywords (or key phrases) from an input

sentence and query external image archives to enrich information delivery within chats. Figure 1 shows examples of

image suggestions that can help deliver information quickly and visually. Our image suggestion could be considered as an

autocomplete with images.

We perform two user studies with a total of 45 participants to evaluate and understand the effect of MilliCat on mobile

chat behavior. First, a small-scale controlled lab study is conducted that allows in-depth analysis of how frequently and

why users actively use autonomous image suggestions. Second, a longer term in-the-wild user study is run to overcome

limited external validity and possible novelty effect of the in-lab user study. Here, participants used MilliCat’s real-time

image suggestion and manual image search for 8 to 10 days on their own smartphones for all chats with the designated

partner(s). Results from our studies suggest that with MilliCat participants used 1.8x more images and the system reduced

the image usage delay by 3x than manual search-based image sharing.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Diversifying Expressions on Mobile Chats

Mobile chats have diversified their communication support by integrating various forms of visual context to the user

discussions. A representative example is the use of emojis in mobile chat and social networking platforms. Emojis

assist in the delivery of emotional expressions, and many studies have investigated the effect of emojis in online

communications [13, 14, 32, 41, 52, 58]. While new emojis are being continuously designed to represent various

objects and events, they primarily focus on representing emotions. Animated GIFs are another popular way of sharing

emotions [5, 23]. However, animated GIFs mostly focus on funny memes and might not be supportive enough for

expressing diverse chat scenarios. Beyond emojis and animated GIFs, we believe there are a more wide variety of visual

context on the Internet that the mobile chat users can utilize in their conversation to effectively deliver information.

Furthermore, by contextually analyzing the chat data, we believe that automated suggestions of such diverse resources

can be made autonomously without explicit user requests.

2.2 Context Analysis for Chat Suggestions

Recognizing context in computer-mediated communication and providing users with suggested actions has been a subject

of steady research. Remembrance Agent [45] keeps track of the user’s behavior in e-mail conversations and helps users

remember whether they have sent the e-mail or replied to a specific message. Short reply suggestions (e.g, “Yes, it’s

done”, “Sounds fun”) for receiving emails [18, 24, 57] have been shown to reduce time in replying.

Instead of utilizing users’ past behaviors for prediction, recent research has evolved so that the users’ current communi-

cation content is analyzed to assist users’ social activities. SearchBot [2] is an example of such system that listens to vocal

conversations, extracts entities, performs a search, and proactively provides relevant information to the speakers.
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In the context of mobile chats, the work by Buschek et al. provides design implications for augmented text messaging

based on user context using heterogeneous sensing modalities, which include smartphone usage patterns, heart rate

measurements and the smartphone’s accelerometer readings [8].

2.3 Visual Support for Mobile Chats

Previous work have taken an additional step from analyzing discussion context for text-based support and have integrated

visual aspects to their automated suggestions. meChat [29] analyzes and classifies mobile chat conversations and in-device

photos. When users intend to share photos that are relevant to the chat content, the application presents appropriate photos

to the chat. MessageOnTab [11] analyzes the content of mobile messaging applications and provides a shortcut interface

to third-party applications that users could use (e.g., photo gallery, calendar, and contacts). While MessageOnTab is

similar to MilliCat, we focus on recommending public images from the Internet while MessageOnTab suggests external

applications for a possible next action. Moreover, meChat and MessageOnTab exploit personal, in-device photos that are

triggered on-demand by the users and could be useful for personal and social context. On the other hand, MilliCat uses

public images that are suggested autonomously based on the input text and can help improve information that may not be

clear in text only and further fact sharing.

While the idea and challenges of image recommendation based on the currently typed word in mobile chat has been

recently reported [28], contrary to our work, it does not suggest technical details in image search phrase extraction, word

type selection, or dependency parsing that are required in realizing real-time image suggestions in mobile chat. Moreover,

it lacks user studies that investigate how image recommendation affects mobile user chat behavior.

A number of mobile chat application products have added features to support using images in the chat. Facebook

Messenger [36] and Dango [15], for example, allow users to send trending animated memes using an external application

(e.g., GIPHY [17]) via keyword-based search. Other applications such as Google GBoard [16] and KakaoTalk [51]

support web image search (within the application) using a “trigger" (e.g., a search key or keyword that enables image

search). However, these services require an explicit user input request for image search and also outputs other non-image

related contents such as restaurant information and location information, which leads to increased mobile device overhead.

The goal of MilliCat is to eliminate such explicit user requests and autonomously suggest images in real-time with

minimal system overhead.

3 MILLICAT DESIGN

MilliCat recommends images in real-time to alleviate users from inconveniences when using images within a mobile

chat. Users also reported preferences in autonomously being suggested images from the Internet, based on the chat input

text [28]. MilliCat takes in user’s input text to the mobile chat application, analyzes the text to identify suitable words for

image suggestion, fetches proper images from the Internet, and presents options that the users can choose from to embed

image in their chats. The main design goals of MilliCat are as follows:

• Real-time suggestion: Images associated with the current input text should be suggested in real-time without

requiring any additional user interaction. This includes the activity of changing applications (e.g., web browser or

local image library), and the act of having to click additional buttons to explicitly request images for a word within

the chat application. Images should also be presented within a short time frame so that they are suggested within

the duration of the conversation topic.
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• Context-awareness: Images should be suggested only in situations when an image can assist the conversation.

Examples of image usage can be information delivery, emotion delivery, or nuance delivery. To satisfy such

purposes, the image suggestion results should match the context provided in the chat conversation. The system

should quickly analyze the chat message to find the proper keyword that fits the context for real-time image

suggestion.

• Resource efficiency: Since mobile chat applications should mind the resource limitations of their platform, the

communication and energy overhead should be minimized when analyzing text and exchanging data through its

wireless connections for the image search and fetch operations.

We designed MilliCat to divide the functionalities between the mobile and the server so that the load on mobile devices

is reduced. MilliCat leverages server capabilities when running NLP algorithms [28]. Below we detail our technical

solutions for realizing real-time image suggestions in mobile chat.

3.1 Extracting Words for Image Suggestion

A major challenge for autonomous real-time image suggestion is to decide on an appropriate set of keywords for

image searching. While topic extraction approaches such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [7] and Named Entity

Recognition (NER) [37] are popular, they are not suitable for mobile environments due to their large processing overhead

and latency. To overcome this challenge, MilliCat utilizes more light-weight NLP techniques, such as the part-of-speech

(POS) tagger [38] and dependency parser [48], which we present in the following.

3.2 Word Type Selection

Performing an image search for every word would result in too many queries, causing not only inefficient use of bandwidth

and energy resources, but also unnecessary distractions to the users. To address this challenge, using the NUS chat

data [12] and 80 sample smartphone messaging conversations,1 we examined image usage patterns in mobile chat

applications to identify two important findings.

First, we found that the purpose of using images in chat is often information delivery, specifically for describing

targeted nouns. For example, a user may send the text “I prefer fondue,” with an image of fondue to deliver the meaning

and visualize the target word. Second, among the nouns, abstract nouns are difficult to express as a single image due to

their intangible nature. For example, for an abstract noun word “Catholic,” one might vision a cross, a church, a nun,

or the bible. On the other hand, concrete nouns are usually tied with a specific image. When we picture an image for

“computer,” we think of a PC-style or a laptop computer.

Based on these findings, we confine our image suggestion candidates to concrete nouns. Results from our pilot study

suggest that the probability of a user selecting an image recommendation for a concrete noun (38.6%) was 2.4 times

higher than that of an abstract noun (15.9%). Specifically, we use a part-of-speech (POS) tagger [38] to determine whether

an input word is a noun. We then combine this with a Wmatrix [1, 43, 44], which semantically analyzes each word with an

English semantic tagger and classifies a word into 21 major categories and 238 minor categories. From this categorization,

we manually labeled each category as either abstract or concrete. This combination of a POS tagger and Wmatrix allows

MilliCat to quickly identify a proper search keyword from an input text prior to the end of the sentence.

1These are WhatsApp, Facebook messenger, Android, and iOS chat conversations available on the Internet. Each conversation has an average length of 5.95
lines with each line on average being 175.7 characters (or 42.175 words) long.
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“It is not a dog’s tail“

neg(tail, not)

Nmod:poss (tail, dog)

“They win the big Texas lottery”

dobj(win, lottery)

Amod (lottery, big)

Comp (Texas, lottery)

How fish?about raw

case

nmod:about amod

It is not a dog’s tail. They thewon Texas lottery.big

nmod:poss

neg dobj

amod

comp

dependency

det

Fig. 2. Dependency parsing result for the sentences “It is not a dog’s tail.” and “They won the big Texas lottery.”

3.3 Dependency Parsing

Using only concrete nouns as the search phrase might not be expressive enough to extract a keyword phrase. For example,

if a user inputs raw fish or fresh meat, instead of searching for fish and meat, adding the adjectives to the search phrase

could improve the image suggestion accuracy. For this, MilliCat includes a dependency parser called Enhanced English

Universal Dependencies [48] to capture dependency relations between words in a sentence. This dependency parser

has shown high accuracy (93.9%) in determining dependencies with various data such as emails, newsgroups, business

reviews, questions-and-answers, and web log data.

Figure 2 illustrates where the dependency relations are for two example sentences: “It is not a dog’s tail.” and “They

won the big Texas lottery.” The dependency relation is parsed and represented as a directed graph, where a dependency

name is assigned to each edge. The parsed results are given as a form of d{x, y}, where d is the name of dependency

from the word x to word y. The dependency relations are: det{dog, a}, neg{tail, not}, nmod:poss{tail, dog}, dobj{won,

lottery}, comp{Texas, lottery}, and amod{lottery,big}. Here, det is the determiner, neg is the negation, nmod:poss is the

possessive nominal modifier, dobj is the direct object, comp is the compound, and amod is the adjectival modifier.

Note that there are approximately 50 possible dependency relations in the dependency parser. Among them, given that

MilliCat extracts search keywords based on concrete nouns, this leaves us with 14 dependency relations. We also noticed

that some noun-dependencies could be less informative. Take for example the dependency det (e.g., ‘a’ and ‘dog’ in the

sentence “It is not a dog’s tail.”); searching for “a dog” would not improve the image search accuracy compared with

searching for “dog”. By eliminating such unnecessary dependencies, the following five types of dependencies remain:

compound (comp), negation (neg), adjectival modifier (amod), direct object (dobj), and possessive (nmod:poss) [48].

To evaluate the effectiveness of dependency parsing we conducted an Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) survey as part

of a preliminary study. Each participant is given <sentence, image> pairs and asked to rate whether the suggested images

match each sentence, ranging from 1 to 5, with a higher score being more appropriate. We used the NUS chat data [12]

and 80 sample smartphone messaging conversations described in Section 3.2, and gathered data from 12 acquaintances

who agreed to share their chat data. From this data, we selected a total of 25 sentences with five dependency relations

equally represented. Two different methods are used for recommending images for concrete nouns; with or without

applying dependency relations. For example, for sentence “He loves fried rice”, images for ‘fried rice’ are suggested with

the dependency parser and images for ‘rice’ without it.

Our study results show that the average appropriateness score is 3.91/5 when dependency parsing is applied and 3.43/5

when not applied. Our analysis for different relations indicate that ‘amod’, ‘comp’, and ‘neg’ dependency relations are

effective and therefore, MilliCat utilizes only the ‘amod’, ‘compound’, and ‘neg’ dependency relations. When considering

only these three relations, the average rating was 4.25 compared to 3.18 when no dependency parsing is used. The

reduction in the dependencies that our parser needs to process has a direct relationship with the image suggestion latency

and communication overhead. For the three types of dependencies, MilliCat creates image search queries based on the

number of valid dependencies it identifies.
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(a) MilliCat’s real-time image suggestion based
on user’s typed text.

(b) When the user clicks on the image, a larger
image appears.

Fig. 3. Application developed for the study.

4 EVALUATION

4.1 Experiment Overview

To see the effect of using real-time image suggestions in a mobile chat with real users, we conducted two user studies.

We first conducted a controlled lab study to compare between MilliCat’s real-time image suggestion and a baseline

(i.e., without image suggestion). The goal of this study was to understand whether users actively use autonomous image

suggestions on mobile chats, how frequently, and for what reasons. While the lab study gives us control in the chat

environment and in-depth observational data, short chat sessions in the lab suffer from limited external validity and

possible novelty effect. To overcome these limitations, we conducted an additional in-the-wild user study to capture the

effect of image suggestion in a more realistic setting. Participants used MilliCat’s real-time image suggestion and manual

image search for 8−10 days on their personal smartphones for all chats with the designated partner(s). This study was

designed to understand the benefits and limitations of autonomous image suggestions versus on-demand image search.

We implemented MilliCat as an Android-based mobile chat app for the study (Figure 3). When a user types text (“I

like spicy bibimbap”), MilliCat suggests three images in real time. The user can select one of the suggested images to use

in the message. Our implementation also includes common mobile chat features such as chat rooms, user nicknames,

text-based chat, local gallery image support, message notification, and emoji support. Our implementation operates on

Android versions from 6.0 to 9.0. The MilliCat app also includes a logging feature for all usage behavior including

conversations, image usage, and the image suggestion latency to analyze the users’ image usage patterns.

In addition to MilliCat, our application includes two other operation modes for supporting comparative interface

conditions: (1) baseline and (2) manual search. In the baseline mode, a user can manually select images only from the

smartphone’s local image gallery. For the baseline where there is no image suggestions, we selected a simple method
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(1) Click “Search” button

search_baseline

(2) Type keywords

(3) Click
“Image search” 

button

(4) Select an image to share

Fig. 4. Image-sharing process in the manual search mode.

Name Image sharing process
Google GBoard [16] (1) Click the “Media” button, (2) Click the “Media Search” button, (3) Type keywords, (4)

Click the “Search” button, (5) Select an image to share, and (6) Click the “ABC” button to
return to chat.

KakaoTalk [51] (1) Click the “#” button, (2) Type keywords, (3) Click the “Search” button, (4) Click the image
tab in the new screen, (5) Select an image, and (6) Click the “Share” button.

Baseline (1) Switch from the chat application to a browser, (2) Type keywords, (3) Click the “Search”
button, (4) Save the image in local gallery, (5) Switch from the browser to the chat application,
(6) Click the “Local Gallery” button, and (7) Select an image to share.

Manual search (1) Click the “Search” button, (2) Type keywords, (3) Click the “Image search” button, and (4)
Select an image to share.

MilliCat (1) Select an image among autonomously suggested images.
Table 1. A comparison of image sharing process of existing mobile chat products, baseline, manual search, and MilliCat.

that did not ask users to install any new app. In the manual search mode, users can manually search public images from

the Internet through keywords, similar to image search functions offered in existing mobile chat applications [16, 51].

Figure 4 illustrates an example of the image search process using the manual search mode. We included this mode to

analyze and compare the effectiveness of autonomous image suggestion of MilliCat against manually searching for

images on-demand.

Table 1 compares the procedures of image sharing in different mobile chat apps, the baseline, the manual search,

and MilliCat. Most apps that provide an image search feature such as Google GBoard [16] and KakaoTalk [51] have a

button/text field to manually trigger the image search. As Table 1 shows, the manual search mode mimics the image

search process of existing products and we thus believe it is a valid baseline to compare MilliCat with.

4.2 In-Lab User Study

The purpose of this controlled, in-lab user study is to investigate whether users actively use autonomous image suggestions

on mobile chats, how frequently, and for what purposes.
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4.2.1 Participants. We recruited 24 (21 males and 3 females; ages: 20-36 years, mean=24.87 years, stdev=4.26)

participants by posting advertisements through campus and city-scale online communities. To create a natural mobile

chatting environment with close acquaintances, participants were asked to sign up in groups. The groups (n=10) consisted

of six groups of two members and four groups of three. The self-reported relationships among the groups were friends

(n=8), a couple (n=1), and colleagues (n=1). Participants received $13 (in local currency) for their one hour of participation

in the experiment.

4.2.2 Tasks and Conditions. To mimic a natural chat experience, we designed two tasks based on common topics in

mobile chat scenarios: one is making a plan for a dinner get-together and the other is selecting a movie to watch together

at a theatre. Using a within-subjects design, we instructed participants to discuss the two topics, each for 10 minutes. For

each group, MilliCat is used for a topic and and the baseline (no image suggestions) is used for the other topic. The task

order was fixed while the interface order was randomized. All participants were given a Nexus 5X smartphone with the

MilliCat app installed to use during the study.

4.2.3 Procedures. We carried out the following steps in our experiments. After a brief tutorial of the app, participants

spent 10 minutes to get familiar with the device and the MilliCat application. We asked them to casually chat with their

group members in this phase. In the tutorial, we explained to participants how to use images in a chat. When using

MilliCat, we explained how they can embed the suggested images in their chat. When using the baseline mode, we

explained how they can send an image from the Internet to their chat by launching a Chrome browser with Google search,

performing an image search, downloading the image to the local gallery, and then selecting the image from the local

gallery function of the prototype application.

Next, participants were instructed to perform the two 10-minute chat tasks within their groups. We assured them

that their chat history would be anonymized and only be used for research purposes as specified by the IRB. Note that

participants in the same group were placed in different rooms during the chat sessions so that emotions or additional

information could not be delivered using facial/verbal expressions.

After the experiment, participants answered a questionnaire on their real-time image suggestion experience and the

effect of using images on mobile chats (c.f., Table 2). We also conducted both 1-on-1 interviews and group interviews. In

1-on-1 interviews, we asked participants to freely elaborate on their answers to the questionnaire.

4.2.4 Image Usage Results. We analyze the system logs, questionnaires, and interview data to understand how MilliCat

affects image usage in mobile chats. Each group exchanged an average of 74.6 chat messages during a 10-minute chat task

with MilliCat’s real-time image suggestions and 88.6 chat messages without real-time image suggestions. The average

number of images used per participant during the entire experiment for MilliCat and the baseline was 7.5 (std=6.05). The

participant who used the most images included 25 images in the chat while one participant did not use any image.

When using MilliCat’s real-time image suggestion feature, a total of 172 images were used. Among them, 169

were selected from the suggested images by MilliCat. For the remaining three images, we asked the reason to the two

participants who manually searched for and used images. In two of those cases, the participants wanted a very specific

image for the search phrase “sad frog” and “Korean fried chicken” even though MilliCat suggested images similar to what

the participants eventually selected. To avoid such manual search, MilliCat could suggest more than three images for each

search, possibly with a horizontal scroll for images to not overly cover the chat screen. However, fetching more images

would consume more power and storage. As for the third case, a participant used an image of a cat that he downloaded

and stored during the introductory tutorial, as the final input to the 10-minute experiment session. This image was out of
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Evaluation of real-time image suggestions AVG (SD) Median
1. Image suggestions allowed me to use more images than without image suggestions. 4.41 (0.88) 5.00
2. Image suggestions were made at appropriate moments. 3.45 (1.14) 3.00
3. Image suggestions were made when I wanted to use images. 3.45 (1.10) 4.00
4. A right set of images were suggested. 3.87 (0.94) 4.00
5. The latency of image suggestions was acceptable. 3.95 (0.69) 4.00
6. I am willing to use the image suggestion feature in my smartphone chat applications. 4.08 (1.17) 4.00
Senders’ experience using images during chat AVG (SD) Median
7. Images I used helped me effectively deliver information. 3.95 (0.90) 4.00
8. Images I used helped me effectively express my emotion. 3.50 (1.17) 4.00
9. Sending images in a chat was fun. 4.79 (0.41) 5.00
Receivers’ experience using images during chat AVG (SD) Median
10. Images used by the chat partners helped me understand the conveyed information. 4.33 (0.81) 4.00
11. Images used by the chat partners helped me understand the conveyed emotion. 3.87 (1.11) 4.00
12. Receiving images in a chat was fun. 4.66 (0.48) 5.00

Table 2. Questionnaires: we received responses on a 5-point Likert scale for all questions (1: strongly disagree, 5: strongly agree).

context to the chat and when we asked the participant for the reason of using this image, he said it was with no specific

reason.

When using the baseline system on the other hand, participants searched, downloaded, and used a total of only eight

images from the Internet. On a per-chat basis, with MilliCat, participants used an average of 7.16 images (std=5.15).

MilliCat has increased the use of images by 21× compared to the baseline. These results show that real-time image

suggestion can significantly lead to more frequent use of images in mobile chats. Most participants did not use images with

the baseline method (i.e., the data was zero-inflated). We thus used a non-parametric comparison method, the Wilcoxon

signed-rank test, and the results showed a significant difference (z=4.20, p < 0.001).

In the post-interview, participants mentioned that the reduced complexity of retrieving images (a simple click for

selecting one from the suggested images) encouraged them to use more images. Some mobile chat app products have

embedded image search features within the app (e.g., GIPHY, Kakao Talk #). Five participants explicitly compared

MilliCat with these features and mentioned that MilliCat has advantages over these apps. P18
lab (P18

lab means the 18th

participant from the in-lab user study) mentioned: “With existing apps, to share an image to express my emotions, I must

manually search for the image and select an image from the search results. But with the automated image suggestions, I

could just click on a suggested image!” P12
lab also said: “Image suggestion is definitely more convenient than the Kakao

Talk feature as I don’t actually have to search and look for images.”

We noticed that participants who do not enjoy typing long messages found MilliCat to be useful. P12
lab mentioned: “I

think image suggestion is very good. Personally I am a lazy texter. So instead of texting long sentences, I just type in a few

words and send images to keep the conversation going. I don’t like using emojis or animated GIFs because I need to go

and search for them.”

Participants reported that using MilliCat was an enjoyable experience. In some cases, several participants even used

images that did not match the conversation context. P18
lab mentioned: “Some images I selected are out of context. I just

found it fun to use in my chat.” P1
lab noted: “I liked using MilliCat. It’s so simple; you just click on it and it happens, so

I’m like, why not?”
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4.2.5 Purposes of Using Images. During the post-interviews, we asked participants their intention of using every

image during the study session. Based on participants’ answers, the lead author identified five categories of purpose

of image usage through open coding and the other authors verified. The categories are as follows: (1) Emphasis, (2)

Information delivery, (3) Fun, (4) Emotion expression, and (5) miscellaneous.

About 32% of used images were expression of emphasis. Nine participants reported using images to emphasize their

opinions or persuade their partners. P22
lab said: “I thought the image would emphasize better than words. Instead of only the

text of ‘Game of Thrones’ I also sent the image because I wanted to stress it. I really wanted to watch it.” Five participants

tried to persuade their partners using images. P5
lab said: “I suggested Japanese ramen but my partner wanted sushi. I

wanted to persuade him to go for ramen instead, so having that image helped me. I was trying to convince him: Look at

this ramen. It looks so yummy!”

About 26% of used images were expression of information delivery. Participants used images to convey information

unknown to their chat partners (e.g., movie stars, movie information, food, etc.). Twelve participants said that using text

to describe something their partners do not know requires a lot of words, effort, and time. But it was fast and convenient

for them to explain with images. P1
lab said: “With words, my friend does not understand because he doesn’t know it. But if

I use an image with my words, he can understand what I’m trying to say.” In addition, nine participants thought that text

could be misinterpreted when describing information they wanted to share and an image was a better choice in conveying

the correct information. P21
lab said: “For images, it’s quick and no need to type. But texts could have many meanings. I get

so many messages from friends. Many times they have a lot of typing errors. It could be a different meaning. But images

are more exact than texts.”

About 19% of used images were simply for fun. One group used many recommended images when entering the name

of each other. P5
lab said: “I was just messing around with the image feature. The suggested images were sometimes funny

and I think that is pretty fun with the image related to my chat partner.” In addition, although recommended images

sometimes did not perfectly match the current chat context, participants reported it was still fun to use them in chat. P18
lab

said: “We’re like, ‘Okay, let’s get ramen.’ I said then, ‘Do you know any good place?’ The suggested picture then was a

screenshot of ‘The Good Place’ from the TV show. I thought that’s funny and I just used that photo. We enjoyed it. It was

kind of a joke that the word has the same meanings as another.”

About 14% of used images were expression of emotion. We also had an interesting use case where two participants

used images of emoji, which are recommended by typing “thinking emoji” and “sad emoji”. They said it was more

convenient to use automatically recommend emojis than to find emojis from the emoji keyboard. Three participants used

images of words such as “clap” for delivery of agreement.

4.3 In-the-Wild User Study

The user study in Section 4.2 was performed in a controlled setting in short duration and in a small scale to understand

how image suggestions affect mobile chat usage behavior and deeply analyze the motivation of participants in using

images in chat. We now perform an additional user study, this time in an “in-the-wild” setting for a 8 to 10-day period.

The participants installed our chat application on their personal Android smartphone. The goal of this user study is to

evaluate the impact of MilliCat on a more natural chat environment on a longer term beyond the novelty effect. Moreover,

we compare the usage of MilliCat and that of “manual search” (described in Section 4.1). This comparison could give

insights into the benefits and drawbacks of autonomous image suggestion against on-demand search.
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Questions MilliCat
AVG (SD)

Manual search
AVG (SD)

1. The image mode allowed me to use images quickly. 4.55 (0.60) 2.90 (0.78)
2. The process of using images for a mobile chat was simple. 4.50 (0.51) 3.35 (1.03)
3. I could use image at appropriate moments in mobile chat. 3.70 (1.17) 4.00 (0.85)
4. I could use appropriate image I wanted to use for mobile chat. 3.35 (0.87) 3.70 (0.65)
5. It was fun using images in a chat. 4.70 (0.47) 3.75 (0.96)
6. I used more images than my usual mobile chat. 4.30 (1.21) 3.50 (1.31)
7. The latency of loading images was acceptable. 3.60 (0.88) 3.65 (0.74)
8. I’m willing to use the image mode in my favorite mobile chat application. 3.95 (1.23) 3.45 (1.00)

Table 3. Questionnaires for the in-the-wild user study: we received responses on a 5-point Likert scale for all questions (1: strongly
disagree, 5: strongly agree).

4.3.1 Participants. In this study in the wild, the participants were asked to use the MilliCat app on their personal

smartphones for 8 to 10 days. We recruited 21 (15 males and 6 females; ages: 20-33 years, mean=23.76 years, stdev=3.51)

participants by posting advertisements through similar channels to those mentioned in Section 4.2. A total of 10 groups

participated, consisting of nine groups of two and one group of three. The groups consisted of nine friends and one couple.

All participants are Android users and had an LTE connection with enough mobile data and Wi-Fi connections for the

study. Participants received $63 (in local currency) for their participation.

4.3.2 Conditions & Procedures. We installed a mobile chat app on the Android smartphones owned by each participant

and asked them to chat using the provided application when chatting with members of the group during the experiment

period. We used a within-subjects experiment design, in which the half of the study period was for chats using MilliCat,

and the other half using the manual search. The order of the image mode was counterbalanced across groups. Experiments

for four groups lasted for ten days and six groups lasted for eight days.

Before the experiment, we walked the participants through a simple tutorial, in which we explained how to use

MilliCat’s image suggestion, the manual image search, and the prototype chat application. At the end of each group’s

experiment, an interview session was held. In the interview, participants answered a questionnaire on their experiences

in using the two different image modes and the effect of using images in mobile chats (Table 3). We log-transformed

the data and verified its normality. As Q1/3/8 satisfied normality, we applied a paired t-test for them and the Wilcoxon

signed-rank test for the others (Q2/4/5/6/7). The result showed a significant difference in Q1 (p < 0.001), Q2 (p=0.001),

Q5 (p=0.002), and Q6 (p=0.002). We also conducted 1-on-1 interviews so that participants could freely elaborate on their

answers to the questionnaire and experiences.

4.3.3 Image Usage Latency. We analyzed how fast participants could select and use images with MilliCat compared to

manually searching for the images. We define the delay as the following. For MilliCat, we measure the time between an

autonomous image request (to the MilliCat server) and the time that the user selects an image to display on the chat. For

the manual search, it is the time between when a participant types in the search keyword and when she selects a desired

image. This roughly represents the steps introduced in Table 1. In case when multiple images were selected for the same

search, we only measure the delay for the first image. As a result, we compute the image usage delay for 268 images for

the manual search (88.16% of all images used in this mode).

Figure 5 plots the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the image usage delay for MilliCat and manual search.

The median time is 3.72 sec for the MilliCat and 10.42 sec for manual search while the mean is 3.76 sec (stdev = 1.81 sec)
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Fig. 5. CDF of image usage process latency for MilliCat and manual image search.

with MilliCat and 11.97 sec (stdev=7.16 sec) for manual search. Due to the non-normality of the data, we used the

Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and the result showed a significant difference in latency between the two modes (z=21.98,

p < 0.001). Overall, the result suggests that MilliCat significantly reduces the image usage process latency from the

manual search that mimics the current chat applications (3.19× improvement).

For manual search, an average of 8.65 sec (stdev=6.89) was spent on keyword input. With MilliCat’s autonomous

image suggestion, no such process is needed and thus users can quickly use images in a chat. Seven participants noted in

the interviews that using images without typing keywords was convenient and fast. P14
wild said, “It was more comfortable

with MilliCat. I can quickly give information on what I want to say. I’m satisfied with being able to use images quickly

without typing search keywords.” We also notice from Table 3 that most participants responded that images can be used

quickly using MilliCat, and the process of using the image was simpler than the manual search (Q1: 4.55 vs 2.90 and Q2:

4.50 vs 3.35).

4.3.4 Image Usage Frequency. A total of 848 images were used throughout the experiments, of which 544 were

used with MilliCat and 304 with manual search.2 That is, with MilliCat, participants used 1.79× more images than with

manual search. In this experiment, 2,096 messages were exchanged while using MilliCat and 2,936 messages during the

manual search mode. This suggests that on average, participants used an image for every 3.85 messages with MilliCat and

for every 9.66 messages with manual search (2.51× improvement). We log-transformed the data, verified the normality,

and applied a paired t-test. The t-test results show a significant difference in the image usage between the two modes

(t(20)=3.55, p=0.002).

Analyzing questionnaire responses and interview data, we analyzed the reasons behind increased image usage with

MilliCat. Responses for Q6 in Table 3 suggest that the participants generally agreed that they used more images with

MilliCat. From the interviews, participants mentioned that the reduced complexity of retrieving images encouraged them

to use more images. P4
wild said, “In the manual search mode, it has additional steps to find an image; we must click the

search button and input the keyword. It was more distressing than with MilliCat.” P6
wild mentioned, “MilliCat gives more

freedom. If I don’t like the suggested image, I just continue with my conversation; I can seamlessly chat. But the manual

image search process adds burden and increases complexity and time in using images.”

Participants also noted that even when they initially had no intention to use images, autonomous suggestion of MilliCat

encouraged them to use images when appropriate images were recommended. P8
wild said, “Sometimes I used images even

2In addition, 34 images from the local gallery were used; 16 while using MilliCat and 18 while using manual search.
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Fig. 6. The number of messages sent per image for MilliCat and manual image search.

when I didn’t have intention because images just pop up and some are eye-catching.” P5
wild said, “When chatting with

MilliCat, it suggested some images related to emotion-expression, like a meme. For me, it was pretty fun to use these

images. It was an interesting experience because I do not usually search for images related to my emotions. I usually

search images for a specific noun. It was definitely fun being recommended and using emotion-explainable images in my

chat.”

With the fun factor in image usage, one might wonder the impact of novelty effect in this study. Our analysis shows that

participants used more images in the fist two days of experiments for each image mode (7.1 images per day per participant

with MilliCat and 4.1 with manual search) than the rest of the experiment period (4.89 images per day per participant

with MilliCat and 2.48 with manual search), but they also sent more messages in the first two days (28.14 messages per

day per participant with MilliCat and 36.74 with manual search) than the rest (18.14 messages with MilliCat and 27.04

with manual search). Figure 6 shows the number of message sent per image for each image mode for each experiment day.

We observe relative consistency in this metric. We conclude that although there is immediate novelty effect in image (and

app) usage in the first two days of each image mode, there was no strong novelty effect that favors MilliCat.

Of 21 participants, 19 used more images with MilliCat. P10
wild and P12

wild used more images with manual search. Both

participants preferred finding the exact image they wanted to use through a manual search. P12
wild noted that “I use

KakaoTalk’s image search feature frequently. The manual search feature implemented in the app was more easy to use

than KakaoTalk’s image search.” P12
wild added that a manual search is preferred over MilliCat because typing the search

keyword is a more natural behavior.

4.3.5 Image Selection Ratio. Finally, we analyze how often participants used the images that were suggested (MilliCat)

or searched for (manual search) in the chat. We believe this image selection ratio is related to the responses for Q3 and Q4

of Table 3. As participants actively search for images when they intend to use images in manual search, we expect it to

have a noticeably higher selection ratio than MilliCat. With MilliCat, a set of three images was suggested for a total of

1,450 times. Of those, users selected images (among the suggested three) for 544 times, which yields 37.51% selection

rate. We note that the image selection rate was similar in the in-lab user study (36.34%). For manual search, participants

performed 596 image searches, of which 304 were used and thus 51.01% selection rate.

This selection rate of the manual search condition was surprisingly low given that even when participants actively

performed the image search with the intention to use one, the actual selection of the images happened only half of the

time. Participants noted that they did not use the image because (i) they were not satisfied with the search results or (ii)

the conversation progressed too fast and using the image at that point was meaningless. The second reason indicates the
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potential usefulness of real-time autonomous image recommendation in mobile chat. P16
wild mentioned: “I tried searching

for ‘happy face’ with manual search, but it took time to input a keyword and click the search button. After the images

showed up, when I checked the chat thread, my chat partner had already moved on to another topic.” P18
wild said: “To

perform an image search, I must click the search button to enable the search window, input the keyboard, and then click

the search button to retrieve images. When an appropriate image is not given, I have to erase the search phrase and start

over until I find the image I want. Sometimes I just decided to skip using images."

The image search process in manual search requires more user effort than in MilliCat. While MilliCat’s autonomous

image suggestion has a lower selection ratio than manual search (MilliCat: 37.51% vs Image Search: 51.01%.), there is a

smaller price to pay in terms of user effort when the images are not selected.

5 DISCUSSION

We discuss some of the key aspects of introducing autonomous image suggestion in mobile chat environments: what

using more images means, how image suggestions could fail and improve, how autonomous suggestion compares against

on-demand search, and what privacy issues need to be addressed.

5.1 Implication of Using More Images in Mobile Chats

Many studies and products are evolving towards the use of various visual media in mobile chats. This suggests that users are

wanting to use more visual elements, similar to how emoticons were initially used in previously text-only communications.

Previous research also suggests additional use of visual elements such as images and videos in mobile chats has assisted

the chat experience by displaying intimacy and conveying previously difficult information [3, 4, 6, 47, 53, 55]. Our study

takes a further step in amplifying such benefits by proposing a new way to exploit images in a mobile chat.

The results from our two user studies show that the use of real-time image suggestion led to an increase in image usage

for mobile chats. Furthermore, the interviews conducted in our study show how the increased use of images affected the

user’s chat experiences.

Firstly, we noticed that images can be effective in emphasizing one’s opinion with increased persuasiveness. In

particular, images were effectively used when performing tasks such as selecting a menu for making dinner plans, in

which an image can help express and evaluate one’s opinion more effectively.

Secondly, we noticed that the use of more images adds an additional “fun” factor to the mobile chat experience. Many

participants answered that the chat became more fun by using images, by diversifying visual elements in the chat. Some

participants even reported that using images for expressing emotions was even more fun compared to using emojis in a

chat, which were designed for that specific purpose. Many noted that they were excited to see a variety of new images that

corresponded to the emotions they wanted to deliver. This is true given that while the number of emojis are fixed, image

suggestion systems can offer more trending images that express a target emotion.

Finally, using images makes it easy to convey information. Twelve participants from the in-lab user study mentioned

that using text to describe something their partners do not know requires a lot of words, time, and effort. However, it was

fast and easy to explain the keyword/expression with images. P1
lab said: “With words, my friend did not understand. But

by using an image with text, my chat partner could understand what I was trying to say.” P3
lab used an image of a movie to

convey that the new movie was upcoming and that they should plan for a movie night. These results suggest that the use

of images in mobile chats possess a number of positive effects in assisting text-based chat communication using MilliCat.
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5.2 Better Image Suggestion Timing

Image recommendations could diminish chat user experience when (i) images are unnecessarily suggested even when

users do not want to include images and when (ii) images are not suggested even though the user wants to use an image.

In case (i), MilliCat wastes network bandwidth, smartphone energy, and even pixel space. Two of the study participants

mentioned that suggestions were occurring too frequently and in some cases distracted their chat conversations. A possible

solution would be to use a finer level of word categorization within concrete nouns to improve the key-phrase extraction.

Giving users more control in suggestion frequency is another possible solution.

For case (ii), such false negatives occur mainly due to two reasons. First, typos occur very frequently in mobile chats.

Current MilliCat implementation does not recognize typos as a proper noun and does not suggest images. Such issues

could be resolved by the use of a typo auto-correction engine [20, 21, 25]. Nevertheless, this was a limitation of our

current implementation and the study participants experienced some difficulties from this limitation. Second, the use of

proper nouns and abbreviations also cause false negatives. In our chat traces, there was a case when participants were

discussing on going to a “Marvel” film. Since the word “marvel” is considered an abstract noun, MilliCat did not suggest

images. Furthermore, abbreviations such as “LOL” and “OMG” were not successfully recognized by MilliCat. As these

types of words are often used in mobile chats, we must maintain an up-to-date list of proper nouns and abbreviation words

that are commonly used.

5.3 Autonomous Suggestion vs On-Demand Search

Commercially available mobile chat apps such as Facebook Messenger [36], Dango [15], Google GBoard [16], and

KakaoTalk [51] use a manual trigger to perform an on-demand search for memes or images to be integrated into chats. This

process requires explicit intent, and our user study results show that having autonomous image suggestions as in MilliCat

encourages the use of relatively more image contents. The two approaches have their advantages and disadvantages on

both system and usage perspectives. While autonomous suggestion does not require user intervention, an inaccurate

understanding of the user’s intention can lead to waste in the limited resources of the mobile platform and could also be a

distraction to an ongoing chat. On the other hand, on-demand searching would lead to added manual overhead for the user.

Finding midpoints between the two can be a good way to use images. For example, an image recommendation button

could be added, where clicking on the button displays recommended images based on the user’s chat content. This system

would not require the manual typing step of the on-demand image search approach and could also solve the timing

problem of autonomous image suggestions. Another approach would be adding a “receiver-initiated” image suggestion

feature where a message receiver clicks the image recommendation button when she can’t understand the message.

5.4 Public vs Personal Images and User Privacy

MilliCat is designed to utilize public images autonomously within a mobile chat. This allows the system to access a

variety of images available on the Internet. We discovered in our user studies that several participants did not prefer the

chat app accessing locally stored images. Their main concern was related to privacy: that the chat app having access

to local images would mean it will analyze and understand all photos taken by the user. We believe MilliCat’s design

choice of using only public images could alleviate the privacy concern. Apart from accessing local images, there are still

concerns around the fact that the text input from the users is sent to an external server for an image search, but our user

study participants indicated that this was less concerning than an app trying to analyze the context of images in the local
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photo library, regardless of their potential usage. Nevertheless, future work should carefully address privacy issues of the

app using the user’s chat text. One solution would be to give users more control over when external search occurs.

5.5 Generalizability and Limitations

We conducted in-lab and in-the-wild user studies with a total of 45 participants to evaluate MilliCat. We acknowledge

three major limitations of our participant demographics: it is (i) male-dominant (male: 36, female: 9), (ii) skewed towards

a tech-savvy age group (avg age: 24.36, std: 3.93), and (iii) they have close personal relationships (mostly friends and

couples). Fortunately, deeper analysis on a gender perspective suggests that the results do not differ noticeably for different

gender groups. However, given institutional characteristics, we were not able to perform a study with a more diverse

age population, and the per-age group analysis with the current population is unfortunately not meaningful. As part

of future work, we plan to expand our study to a more diverse age group. Nevertheless we conjecture that, based on

the feedback from our current user studies, the fact that MilliCat does not require any additional user intervention will

induce minimal usability issues and the benefits raised by our current study population will hold for a less tech-savvy

population as well. Lastly, our user studies were mainly performed in casual and friendly chat situations. Our participants

mentioned in the interviews that for chats with close partners, they prefer autonomous image suggestions over manually

searching. However, in other relationships such as customers, business partners, supervisors, results might differ. P9
wild

mentioned: “I had fun chatting with my friends via image suggestions, and I used a lot of images. But for chats in which I

talk with more formality, I would prefer image search over image suggestion. I don’t want to send many images or memes

during important discussions or send many images to my boss, for example.” Some participants also said that image

suggestions occupy much screen space and could be distracting to the ongoing chat. How to present recommended images

and maintaining/increasing user chat experience is an interesting direction for interface design. Some also complained

about occasional poor image resolution. This issue can be handled by checking the resolution of candidate images while

also considering the image size to balance efficient use of resources.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we ask “would autonomously suggesting images for mobile chat in real-time improve users’ chat experi-

ence?”. With MilliCat, we propose an alternative way for mobile users to utilize images from the Internet in their chat by

recommending the right images at the right time. To achieve this, we used a combination of concrete noun detection, POS

tagging, and dependency parsing to analyze the chat content and extract relevant key phrases. Our user studies with 45

participants showed that MilliCat reduces image usage process latency by 3.19× than existing chat applications, and in

consequence, participants used images 1.8× more. We discovered that users enjoyed using images in mobile chats for

emphasizing their opinion, delivering information, and simply for fun. We believe our work shows potential for designing

more visual, enjoyable, effective, and media-rich chat experience through real-time, content-adaptive recommendations.
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